
Instagram framed prints

Short description: Instagram photos printed and framed on demand

Long description: Our Instagram frames are perfect for anyone seeking an extremely
affordable framed print option.

Although most frequently sold through mobile photo apps, these
frames also work well as an cost effective merchandise option.

The frames come in 2 square sizes measuring either 12x12” (30x30cm)
or 16x16” (40x40cm). Each frame comes with a fine art print, white
mount, glass glaze, backing board and is finished with a solid wooden
frame.

Instagram prints are perfect for single images or a photo montage
featuring 1,4, 9, 16 or even 25 images. They are highly giftable, being
ideal for capturing special moments.

Please note: the size listed for each frame refers to the size of the
glaze and does not include the width of the frame. For example, A4
prints without a mount will fit an A4 glaze exactly, but prints with a
mount will be smaller than A4 to fit the mount window opening.

Features: - Mounted with white mount
- Affordable framing option
- Available with black or white frame 

Wholesale price: From £13.00

SKU prefix: FRA-INSTA

Manufacturing time: 72h

Manufacturing locations: UK

Sizes: 12x12", 16x16"

Product materials: Wood, Float glass
Uses our lustre photo paper.

Frames: Black, White

Frame dimensions: Face width: 35mm
Depth from wall: 15mm

Eco properties:

Water-based inks Sustainably sourced paper or
wood

Printing method: Giclée
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Image requirements: jpg, 300dpi recommended

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Rigid, double-wall corrugated cardboard boxes ensuring maximum
protection.
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